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CSE 4711: Artiflcial Intelligence
Propammable calculators are not allowed. Do not write anything on the question paper.

Answer all 3 (three) questions. Fiwres in the right margin indicate full marks of questions whereas

corresponding CO and PO are written within parentheses. The symbols have their usual meanings.

1- The game tree for a game between Aafiya and Bashira is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Game Tree for Question I

Here) L indicates the action of going left and R indicates the action of going right. For the chance
nodes) the probability of taking the action 'L’ is, P = 0.8. The values of the terminal nodes will
be between 0 and 10 (inclusive). Aaflya moves frrst.

a) Recommend the optimal action for Aaflya. 8

(C03)
(P03)

b) Assume that we update the value of rs to 1. Determine the value for P such that Aahya takes
the same action that you recommended in Question 1.a).
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(C03)
(P03)

1 +4
(COI)
(POI)

c) “Even though the given game tree corresponds to an Expectimax problem, some leaf nodes
can be pruned using Alpha-Beta Pruning” - Do you agree with the statement? if you agree,
identib the nodes that can be pruned with brief explanation. If you do not agree) briefly
explain your reasoning.

d) Consider the general case where the terminal nodes can take on any real value between 0 and

10 (inclusive) instead of the given values. Does applying Alpha-Beta Pruning always result
in the same outcome as o£12uestion I.c)? Justify your answer with appropriate reasoning
and examples.
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(COI)
(POI)
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2.

9+ 5
(C02)
(P02)

with a brief explanation.

13
(COI)

(POI)

Foal : Innlu: :n:eh;r t== ; n s u r a n c e c o m P a ny i s o ffe r i n g s u c h a deal where they have a
chance to lose 4M USD-
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inaccurate.

4
(COI)

(POI)

c) Formulate the following actors as agents by idendbing their sensors’ actuators’ and envl

;;;cuss how someone can be wrong about what they are thinking 3 x 3
(C02)
(P02)ronments:

i. Microwave Oven

Chess Program
iii. Autonomous suppIY DeliverY Plane
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